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Y-H-V-H DNA POSTER 
RESPONSE AND ANALYSIS OF TIK-TOK VIDEO 
Will the mRNA Injections Change the Code to 666? 
 
by Luis B. Vega 
vegapost@hotmail.com 
www.PostScripts.org  
 
‘For You [Y-H-V-H] formed my Inmost Being; You Knit me Together in my Mother’s Womb. I 
Praise You, for I am Fearfully and Wonderfully Made. Marvelous are Your Works, and I know 
this very well. My Frame was not Hidden from You when I was Made in Secret, when I was 
Woven Together in the Depths of the Earth’. -Psalm 139:13-15 

 
The purpose of this Report is to share one’s reply to Brother Tyler from his YouTube 
Channel, Generation2434 about one’s Y-H-V-H DNA Poster. He had contacted me 
about my Y-H-V-H DNA Poster that apparently is going, somewhat Viral on Tik-Tok. 
One is not on any Social Media Platforms, so not sure of the scope of Range it has of 
an Audience. But one has read that Tik-Tok is the current ‘Rave’ going on. The following 
Online Link is to the Y-H-V-H DNA Poster one composed and is Free to Download. 
 
https://nebula.wsimg.com/da1e08f706b8c1f65a8b2ac99af7ecbe?AccessKeyId=D40106
E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1  
 
In the Tik-Tok Video, there was a Woman listening to another Woman explaining the 
Divine Association with the Human Genome or DNA Double Helix being ascribed to the 
Name of the Creator from the Bible, YHVH. At the beginning of her Explanation, one’s 
Y-H-V-H DNA Poster is featured, although without the Credits at the bottom that are 
cropped-out. Brother Tyler asked for a Response and Analysis on this Video.  
 
However, there are those that attest that the Video was deleted soon after and then re-
posted. The following is the Link to the Tik-Tok Video that Tyler was referring to from 
the Woman named, ‘Ginger’ that appeared listening to the Y-H-V-H DNA Explanation. 
 
https://www.tiktok.com/@1willingvessel/video/7148168054432746794?_t=8W4QQFjRsiI&_r=1 
 

Here is a segment of the Comments that attest to that. One is not sure who is the 
Original Creator of the YHVH DNA Explanation as it has been Mirrored numerous times 
now. The following is one’s best Guess as who the Original Creator was/is. The Original 
Video appears to have been created by jaxlovesjesus_. 
 
Ginger · Creator 
I still find her account but yeah the video is gone. The truth gets taken down 

 
https://www.tiktok.com/@jaxlovesjesus_/video/7147754181057793326?is_from_webapp=v1&ite
m_id=7147754181057793326 
 

mailto:vegapost@hotmail.com
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Mark of the Beast? 
As to the Y-H-V-H DNA Code Video? One has seen this YHVH-DNA Poster/Graphic 
used in some others too. And even with Brother Aaron at God A Minute when he 
Teamed-Up with Dr. Awe. They did that Funny Intro Skit about a DNA Paternity Test of 
‘Who is your Daddy’ and revealed it Online, and they did. That was funny. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yI6iA3qX1c  

 
Well, if one thinks about what the Question is, it is what she said at the End about the 
COVID Injections. And how they are integrating a 6-6-6 Code into one’s DNA with 
Cytosine to change one’s NDA and make it the ‘Mark of the Beast. One would agree 
that there is a Luciferian Attempt to Deface Humanity’s DNA and change it to the ‘Image 
and Likeness’ of Lucifer’s instead. Do realize that as a Researcher, not to brag, but one 
has written 6 Books on the COVID Plandemic.  
 
However, all of one’s Books got Banned, even the non-COVID ones just dealing with 
Eschatology. Anyway, one just Chronicled the Narrative and the Censorship going on. 
Here is one’s Response in General and then one will provide the Evidence and Proof 
from one’s 2.5 Years of Research into this COVID-19 Plandemic. 
 
-Yes, the COVID-19 Shots are designed to Change/Alter one’s DNA. 
-The mRNA type of Injections are made to specifically Re-Program Genes.  
-The 3rd Strand will reconfigure the Genes to support the New Structure of DNA. 
-The 10-6-5-6-10 Code will change the 5 to a 6 to equalize the re-configuration. 
-However, the present mRNA type of Injections are not the Mark of the Beast. 
 
The Mark of the Beast will come into play, directly at the Mid-Point of the coming 7-Year 
Tribulation Period. It will be an Act of Worship and clearly given by the Direction of the 
False Prophet, the 2nd Beast. It will not be given by the AntiChrist directly, the 1st 
Beast. This taking of the Mark, will Damn one’s Soul to Hell as that Element that is 
associated with the AntiChrist’s Name or Number will cross the DNA Threshold 
somehow. It will De-Humanize Humanity to no longer be Genetically 100% Human.  
 
Obviously, with the new mRNA type of Injections and Technology, the Genes of the 
Human DNA Sequences will not be enough to render Humans, Non-Humans. However, 
the present Mass Experimentation, using the Pretexts of Plandemics and Bio-
Engineered Viruses, unleashed upon unsuspecting Populations and Designed for 
specific Populations are a Spring-Board to such a coming Nexus of Time wherein, to 
‘Buy and Sell’, every Human on the Planet will need to opt-in into this Financial Grid.  
 
Take for example the Biden Executive Order 14081. ‘Executive Order on Advancing 
Biotechnology and Biomanufacturing Innovation for a Sustainable, Safe and Secure 
American Bioeconomy’. As Sister Shelia of Revelation 12 Daily rightly noted, it was 
signed on the Day after 9-11, September 12, 2022. In the 1st Paragraph of the Lengthy 
Order, it sets-up the Premise for some type of ‘In the Near Future’ mandated Bio-
Technology that will only allow Humans to participate in the New Worldwide Economy 
that is coming. And it is said to have Products delivered in a more Efficient Way.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yI6iA3qX1c
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Code of Creation 
The 6 Books that one Published were and are to just have a Record and help explain 
what was really going on, in the Simplest Terms to the Body of Christ. One sensed the 
Urgency of Warning the Bride of Christ not to take such Poison, Experimental Gene 
Therapies, by way of the Un-Tested COVID-19 Shots, etc. One made the Books Free 
for those in one’s Online Watcher Community, etc.  
 
And to say that if anyone were to delve into this type of Discussion, such as in a 
YouTube Channel, it will be taken down, as one might know or imagine. So, what one 
has done is to Summarize those places in the Books where there is Merit to what she is 
saying about the Triple Helix or Changing one’s DNA in that Tik-Tok Video. The 
Change in the DNA is to Reinforce the Sulfuric Bonds to support and integrate 
the 3rd Straders. But based on the 2.5 Years of Research since 2020, the Foundation 
for the Mark or the ‘Scaffolding’ as 1 Doctor put it, is being implemented, gradually. 
 
The Resources with Links to the specific Pages within the various Books will take you to 
how, from the Doctor’s own Mouth, one can read that, indeed the aim is to Re-Engineer 
the Human Genome. It is a Rabbit Hole and it will show Evidence that Clandestinely, 
the Objective of the mRNA Shots, is to Re-Program the DNA of every Cell. It is to have 
a Block-Chain Digital Wallet. As it has been circulating also on the Internet, something 
to be aware of, is regarding the Human DNA and its Majesty and Sequencing.   
 
1 Strand of DNA = 72,000 Genes. 
2 Strands of DNA = 144,000 Genes. 
 
3 Strands of DNA = 216,000 = Trans-Human.  
 
The Numerical Coefficient of 6 x 6 x 6 = 216. Or 6 x 60 x 600 = 216,000. 
 
Coincidence? One thinks not. In fact, all Vaccines going forward, will now be based 
upon mRNA Technology. That is the Plan. The Pandemic are the Excuse. But in all the 
2.5 Years of the COVID-19 Research, one only came across 1 Article about the Triple 
Helix Theory. But it was pure Speculation with no Research or Sources other than a 
‘Jumping to Conclusion’. However, one believes that it is heading in that Direction.  
 
With the Work done with the Super-Soldier Black Op’s, for example, one would not be 
surprised that it has already happened. So, to answer the inquiry about the ‘6-6-6’ DNA 
Fragments that will be or could be interjected into one’s DNA? Yes. There is Merit to 
that. The Scientific Papers Cited will attest to this. Realize that the 10-5-6-6 is really 10-
5-6-6-10. Meaning that Y-H-V-H can be read from either side, as in Y-H-V-H-Y. Either 
way you read it, it is the Same, ‘I Am the Beginning and the END’, etc. 
 
Beginning   End   Image of Lucifer’s Mark or Number 
End    Beginning 
 
Y H V H Y            →   Y H H H Y             
10 6 5 6 10   10 6 6 6 10 
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Genetic Fall of Humanity 
But here is one’s Theological and Eschatological Analysis, aside from the Medical 
Research. As Chuck Missler stated, when asked about Lucifer being cast down from 
Heaven and how only 1/3 or .33 of the Angles followed him. He stated, ‘It is about 
Numbers’. What? So, why all the Fallen Angel DNA Manipulations since Genesis 6 or 
before with Enoch and Mount Hermon? What is this all about? On 1 Level, it is about 
Lucifer and the Fallen Angels wanting to Mimic YHVH in the Creative Powers. They 
cannot. They cannot Crack the Code of Humanity’s DNA. Somehow YHVH has made it 
Tamper Proof, to an extent.  
 
It is Understood that such Beings crossed Species and have and do create Chimeras, 
etc. But when the Real Mark of the Beast is inserted into a Human Body, there will be a 
time, but just 5 Months, that People having taken the Mark, cannot Die. That is wild. So, 
they will have unlocked the Eternal Gene, as even some Medical Journals have said 
they have broken through to know now which Gene it is. But the whole Promise of 
Lucifer’s Eternal Life and Immortality of the Body will break-out instead, in Painful 
Blisters, etc. It will backfire. And it is to show that Lucifer and his Fellow Angelic and 
Demonic Minions are not the Masters of the DNA after all. 
 
But back to the Numbers Chuck Missler rightly alluded to. You see, after the Rapture, 
and once the Bride of Christ then Faces her Accuser, and is Acquitted, Lucifer will then 
forfeit all his Thrones and those of the Fallen Angels that he, in particular still has 
Judicial Rights to, i.e., Accuser of the Brethren. But as Revelation 12 states, once 
Lucifer is forever Banished from Heaven, he will mount-up a Counter Attack and attempt 
to Invade Heaven. Problem? He is outnumbered. He only has 1/3. So, he needs to fill in 
the Ranks, How? Super Hybrid Humans that can withstand the Transference of 
Dimensions in their Body. Or to be able to fight, with enhanced Super Powers of sorts, 
perhaps against Jesus, the Holy Angels and the Bride when they return at Armageddon.  
 
It is a Stretch of the Imagination but others do assert that another possible Reason is to 
have the Body changed, so much DNA wise, that the Bodies will transform to make it a 
more Suitable Host for all those Dis-Embodied Demon Spirits of the Slain Giants to 
possess the Bodies, etc. So, that is one’s Learning Curve about it, if that was the 
Question related to that last Portion of the Tik-Tok Video in which the ‘Mark’ is 
Ascertained is what is being given through the COVID Shots. Based on one’s Research, 
the mRNA does and will change the DNA of Humans through Reverse Transcriptase.  
 
That is the intended purpose of the Shots, not COVID from 3 Years ago. And has one 
read/heard how the CDC in August of 2022 basically said, ‘COVID is a Personal Issue 
now’. There is no difference now between those that got the Shot and those that 
Refused it. Really? Like, what all those Censored Doctors in the Books had stated from 
the very Beginning? Only now all those that took the Risk, are paying with their Lives or 
Medical Consequences. Here is the VAERS Tally that is just 1% Reported, according to 
the Harvard Study. To get an accurate Count, one must multiply the Factors by 100. 
 
https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data  

https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data
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The Point is that mRNA type of Shots do contain the ‘Software of Life’ or will. They, the 
Pharma Big Bosses bragged about it before COVID was released that they could now 
do that. What? Change the Human Genome, no different than Re-Programming a 
Computer. And with Biden’s Executive Order, Governments will be Mandating 
‘Biological Software’ be integrated into one’s Person, as in the Body, or more 
specifically the Genome. Consequences be Damned.  
 
As the Executive Order specified, it is for the sake of the National Economy and to 
deliver Products faster. It is now necessary to Digitize Cells of Humans to the point that 
they are now just a Program, i.e., Bio-Software. The issue is who is or will do the 
Programming and what is being Programmed into one’s Cells and DNA? It is headed to 
a Block-Chain, Digital Wallet fused into every Cell of one’s Body for the Economic 
Purposes of who can Buy and Sell, in preparation of the Mark itself, etc.  
 
The following are the many Citations summarized from Articles and the 6 Books on the 
COVID Plandemic that provide Evidence and Proof that indeed, the mRNA type of 
Injection do Change or Alter the DNA of Humans through the Process of Reverse 
Transcriptase. To reiterate, one is not suggesting that by taking an mRNA Shot for 
COIVD is the Mark of the Beast or will lose one’s Salvation in Jesus. But one strongly 
advised not to ever take an mRNA Shot to supposedly provide Immunity against 
COVID.  
 
After 3 Years of retrospect, the Medical Community and Fraudulent Fauci even admitted 
on National TV that the COVID-19 Shots are not as ‘Effective’ as they said they were. 
And even though Biden on a 60 Minute Interview Declared the COVID-19 Pandemic 
‘Over’, the Powers-That-Be and his Handlers will never relinquish the current State of 
Emergency that is not. It is about Total Control and Staying the Course that will 
eventually lead to the Mark of the Beast. If the Anxiety is having the Number, 6-6-6 in 
one’s Body, that is already incorporated into every Human Cell through Carbon, which 
has 6 Electrons-6 Protons-6 Neutrons.  
_____________________ 
 
Articles about the YHVH DNA CODE 
 
#616: YHVH-ATCG DNA CODE 
SIGNATURE OF GOD 
Image Bearers of the Creator 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-616.html  
 
#575: GOD’S OF THE GENOME 
ENGINEERING BODY, MIND AND SOUL 
The Sin of Crossing Species in ‘Human Evolution’  
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-575.html  
 

https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-616.html
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-575.html
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#453: MICROSOFT: WE CAN PROGRAM  
BEHAVIORS USING DNA 
The Control of Molecular Information  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Huz5Udp-ER4  
Videos 
 
Microsoft DNA: Human Bio-Programable Tissue 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Huz5Udp-ER4 
 
Rewriting the Genetic Code: A Cancer Cure In the Making | Tal Zaks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHB2bLILAvM  
 
NIH Research Papers 
 
Lung cancer metastatic cells detected in blood by reverse transcriptase-
polymerase chain reaction and dot-blot analysis  
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/9363870/  
 
Reverse-transcribed SARS-CoV-2 RNA can integrate into the genome of cultured 
human cells and can be expressed in patient-derived tissues  
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33958444/ 
Intracellular Reverse Transcription of Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine 
BNT162b2 In Vitro in Human Liver Cell Line  
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35723296/ 
 
Reverse transcription of COVID mRNA vaccine — anti-vaxxers go wild 
https://www.skepticalraptor.com/skepticalraptorblog.php/reverse-transcription-of-covid-
mrna-vaccine-anti-vaxxers-go-wild/  
__________________________ 
 
BOOK: COVID WORLD ORDER 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fCMC71n_u9TxxReTGstOvR-
Ewfbyqznw/view?usp=sharing  
 
Dr. Madej 
1-Page 110 to 111, Bottom of, Evidence of Manipulation of Human Genome. 
 
Dr. Northrup 
2-Page 114-116, mRNA designed to change People’s DNA, i.e., Chimeras.  
Objective? Bio-Connection to Crypto-Currency . 
 
BOOK: COVID DICTIONARY FOR THE PLANDEMIC 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rLa7SMIsE1Ksbvicf1wPNKzjh8epUJ-
b/view?usp=sharing  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Huz5Udp-ER4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Huz5Udp-ER4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHB2bLILAvM
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/9363870/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33958444/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35723296/
https://www.skepticalraptor.com/skepticalraptorblog.php/reverse-transcription-of-covid-mrna-vaccine-anti-vaxxers-go-wild/
https://www.skepticalraptor.com/skepticalraptorblog.php/reverse-transcription-of-covid-mrna-vaccine-anti-vaxxers-go-wild/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fCMC71n_u9TxxReTGstOvR-Ewfbyqznw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fCMC71n_u9TxxReTGstOvR-Ewfbyqznw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rLa7SMIsE1Ksbvicf1wPNKzjh8epUJ-b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rLa7SMIsE1Ksbvicf1wPNKzjh8epUJ-b/view?usp=sharing
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Glossary of Terms 
1-Page 29, Basic Definition of Reverse Transcriptase. 
2-Page 43, Under Gene Therapy Term.  
3-Page 76, Under Retro-Virus and Reverse Transcriptase. 
4-Page 120, Bottom of Page, last Paragraph. 
5-Page 121, Bottom of Page, last Paragraph. 
6-Page 128, Last Paragraph of how it should not be approved. 
7-Page 132, Discourse among Doctors that want to Censor the Research. 
 
BOOK: COVID-19 CATASTROPHE 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sBov2nxuidH-O1GCrjvzBh0T_U-
E4XnW/view?usp=sharing  
 
1-Page 57, Spike Proteins can fuse with Host DNA. 
2-Page 219, mRNA can go to DNA. 
3-Page 222, Alexandra Caude states just 1 Facet of what mRNA does. 
4-Page 298, Robert Kennedy Jr. Warned School not to give such Injections to Children.  
 
 
BOOK: KILL SHOTS 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12iS5yn2FoFIsE2GFAMTezuCnI2Nicem-
/view?usp=sharing  
 
SELECTED CHAPTERS OF INTEREST 
1-Page 41 Great Culling. 
2-Page 87 Eugenic Wars. 
3-Page 109 Dr. Zelenko Death Shot. 
4-Page 151 Graphene Oxide Magnetization. 
 
BOOK: VACCINES 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lXYI7_1ewxH0g8gyk9_Jl1FTMdzFFv7u/view?usp=shari
ng  
 
1-Page 11 God’s of the Genome. 
2-Page 27 Programmable Tissue. 
3-Page 255 Spartacus COVID Letter.  
4-Page287 Not about Immunity. 
 
BOOK: MARK OF THE COVID BEAST 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FA7xlhwceHdJaITcjU3WhDIYMHR_9Saw/view?usp=sh
aring  
_________________________ 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sBov2nxuidH-O1GCrjvzBh0T_U-E4XnW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sBov2nxuidH-O1GCrjvzBh0T_U-E4XnW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12iS5yn2FoFIsE2GFAMTezuCnI2Nicem-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12iS5yn2FoFIsE2GFAMTezuCnI2Nicem-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lXYI7_1ewxH0g8gyk9_Jl1FTMdzFFv7u/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lXYI7_1ewxH0g8gyk9_Jl1FTMdzFFv7u/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FA7xlhwceHdJaITcjU3WhDIYMHR_9Saw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FA7xlhwceHdJaITcjU3WhDIYMHR_9Saw/view?usp=sharing
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Chart: 
 
1-Carbon, Base Element of Graphene and how its Numerical Value is 6-6-6. 
https://nebula.wsimg.com/a775961b1aa93eb60130c525499f3f85?AccessKeyId=D4010
6E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1  
 
Articles with Research Links to the Scientific Papers, if still up. 
 
#534:GRAPHENE OXIDE 
MAGNETIZATION OF COVID-19  
INJECTIONS 
Work and Research of Craig Paardekooper 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-534.html 
 
#522: SARS-COV-2 SPIKE PROTEIN IMPAIRS VIA DOWNREGULATION OF ACE 2 
THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS’ SPIKE PROTEIN PLAYS ADDITIONAL KEY ROLE IN 
ILLNESS 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-522.html 
 
#594: DR. MALONE’S WARNING 
CHILD COVID VACCINE STATEMENT 
Irreversible Damages and Unknown Effects 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-594.html  
 
#432: COVID-19 HIV INSERTS 
RETRACTED RESEARCH PAPER 
Unnatural Inserts in the Genome Sequence (Example of Gain of Function to Weaponize 
Virus.) 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-432.html  
 
#528: THE GREAT CULLING  
INOCULATION PLAN TO KILL 90%  
Dr. Rima Laibow’s Dire Warning from 2009  
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-528.html  
__________________________ 
 
3 Doctors that have Proof of Chimera ‘Hydras’ that were/are in some Batches of the 
COVID-19 Shots had, would take over DNA, Cells. 
 
#561: DR. MADEJ INTERVIEW 
HAIL COVID HYDRA! 
COVID Injection Examined Under Microscope 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-561.html 
 

https://nebula.wsimg.com/a775961b1aa93eb60130c525499f3f85?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://nebula.wsimg.com/a775961b1aa93eb60130c525499f3f85?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-534.html
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-522.html
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-594.html
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-432.html
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-528.html
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-561.html
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#565: GRAPHENE OXIDE 
PROGRAMMABLE TISSUE IN  
COVID INJECTIONS  
Black Goo Making Humans a Network Device 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-565.html  
 
#573: ‘THE THING’ 
DR FRANC ZALEWSKI 
Aluminum-Based Life Forms Found in COVID-19  
Vials Under Electron Microscope 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-573.html 
____________________________ 

 

Cell Immortality 

https://www.genengnews.com/topics/omics/dna/telomeres/production-of-telomerase-

rna-by-dual-function-mrna-could-inform-future-antiaging-stragegies/  

 
Excerpt: 
Typical human cells are mortal and cannot forever renew themselves. As demonstrated 
by Leonard Hayflick a half-century ago, human cells have a limited replicative life span, 
with older cells reaching this limit sooner than younger cells. This “Hayflick limit” of 
cellular life span is directly related to the number of unique DNA repeats found at the 
ends of the genetic material-bearing chromosomes. These DNA repeats are part of the 
protective capping structures, the telomeres, which safeguard the ends of 
chromosomes from unwanted and unwarranted DNA rearrangements that destabilize 
the genome. 
 
Each time the cell divides, the telomeric DNA shrinks and will eventually fail to secure 
the chromosome ends. This continuous reduction of telomere length functions as a 
“molecular clock” that counts down to the end of cell growth. The diminished ability for 
cells to grow is strongly associated with the aging process, with the reduced cell 
population directly contributing to weakness, illness, and organ failure. 
 
Counteracting the telomere shrinking process is telomerase, the enzyme that uniquely 
holds the key to delaying or even reversing the cellular aging process. Telomerase 
offsets cellular aging by lengthening the telomeres, adding back lost DNA repeats to 
add time onto the molecular clock countdown, effectively extending the life span of the 
cell. “Telomerase is a eukaryotic ribonucleoprotein (RNP) enzyme that adds DNA 
repeats onto chromosome ends to maintain genomic stability and confer cellular 
immortality in cancer and stem cells,” the authors continued. “The telomerase RNA 
(TER) component is essential for telomerase catalytic activity and provides the template 
for telomeric DNA synthesis. 
 

https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-565.html
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-573.html
https://www.genengnews.com/topics/omics/dna/telomeres/production-of-telomerase-rna-by-dual-function-mrna-could-inform-future-antiaging-stragegies/
https://www.genengnews.com/topics/omics/dna/telomeres/production-of-telomerase-rna-by-dual-function-mrna-could-inform-future-antiaging-stragegies/
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THE CORONA CURE 
POSTER 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-515.html  
 
One can Download the Poster for Free. Save to a Thumb Drive and take to a local Print 
Shop to have a Copy Printed Out. However, some have asked for that Service Online. 
To that End, one has posted the Poster and t-Shirt Rendition of the Y-H-V-H DNA 
Poster at Zazzle. Here is the Online Link for those interested in acquiring a Copy of 
either item. As an FYI, one is not getting ‘Rich’ off of these Posters. One only gets 
Pennies on the Dollar of any of those Sold. 
 
Poster: 
https://www.zazzle.com/signature_of_god_dna_yhvh_poster-228190507076788441  
 
T-Shirt: 
https://www.zazzle.com/gods_signature_dna_2_t_shirt-235046151017494537  
 

 

https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-515.html
https://www.zazzle.com/signature_of_god_dna_yhvh_poster-228190507076788441
https://www.zazzle.com/gods_signature_dna_2_t_shirt-235046151017494537
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